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Addendum#2to Technical Memo #1 Regarding
Gibson Canyon Alternate Water Source Study

Report On - lnformational Public Outreach Meeting,
Held on August 28, 2Ot9
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Executive Summarv
The "Summary" Section Contains prOposed "next Steps". The "next steps" inClude are postmeeting research, information and thinking and, as such, was not specifically discussed in the
August 28,2OLg meeting. Nonetheless, they are considered to be the best of available
scenarios.

Primarily, Scenarios L,2and4 should be continued to be developed. But, Staff recommends
priority be given to the development of Scena rio 2 - Connect to Vacaville. Scenario 2 offers
the best long-term plan for controlling water expenses. Scenario 2 has been a planning option
for many years but, only recently has emerged as a real viable scenario by offering the

following:

,/

Mothball the existing Water Treatment Plant and connecting to the near-by City of
Vacaville water system. ln 2OL7 SID negotiated a Master Water Agreement with the City
which allows SID to purchase lower-cost treated water from the City for re-sale to the
Gibson Canyon customers.

,/

Two new pipelines would have to be constructed; first, a new "connection pipeline" and
second, a SID would have to front the cost of "looping" two (2) City pipelines that deadend nearby. Both of these have significant costs.

./

The Gibson Canyon water system needs a supplemental water storage tank of 200,000
gallons. ln the other Scenarios, the storage requirement is larger but, the minimum is
20O,OOO gallons. The Gibson Canyon's Capital Replacement Charge is currently
collecting funds for this size tank and we'll likely be able to fund it within 4 to 5 years'

,/

The cost of the "connection pipeline" can potentially be reduced by about 50% or more
by choosing a more direct alignment. This "more direct alignment" also creates a HUGE
opportunity for; first, the Gibson Canyon customers and second, SID and the State. For
example, there are nine (9) Bottled Water Customers whose property the alignment
would traverse through. lf SID were to include these Bottled Water Customers in to the
main Gibson Canyon customer base, we would be:

o
o
o

Spreading out costs (good for all Gibson Canyon customers)
Lowering the construction cost of the pipe (shorter distance)
Reducing the number of Bottled Water Customers (a long-term goal of both SID
and the State).

o

Lastly, several of the Bottled Water Customers are interested in becoming a
Gibson Canyon customer today because 2 of them currently have problematic

groundwater wells. As such, the possibility of moving forward sooner rather
than later is verY real.
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,/

New growth in the City of Vacaville's northern region is likely to cause the installation of
the "looped" pipe sooner rather than later. Therefore, this would be fronted by the City
and not SID (the Gibson Canyon customers) and, this further lowers the capital cost of
Scenario 2.

Second, Scenarios 1 and 4 should be monitored. To a large degree, Scenario 1 depends on longterm water usage trending down. Then, in the future, clearly defining, funding and constructing
a

project. Scenario 4 is somewhat similar.

Therefore, this Technical Memo, Addendum No. 2 recommends priority be given to the
development of Scenario 2- Connect to Vacaville. Specifically;

./
,/
./
,/
,/

Monitor long-term water usage trends
Monitor Vacaville's growth in its northern area
Negotiate with the Gibson Canyon Non-Public Water System Customers (the 9 Bottled
Water Customers) for easement acquisition and in joining the customer base
Perform planning and design for the minimal sized tankage of 200,000 gallons
Formalize the recommendation in a proposalto the State DDW

Additionally, duringthe August 28,2OL9 outreach meeting, several attendees recommended
that SID undertake an effort of regulatory change, or the re-interpretation of current regulation
(s). lts SID's conclusion, however, that the best role for SID in such a process is one of support
to a customer led effort. For example, SID Staff and its Attorney could review and recommend
edits to proposals made by the customer led effort. Regardless of who leads an effort for
regutatory change or, its re-interpretation, Staff believes it's not necessary because, should
the DDW agree to its long implementation time period, the recommended Scenario 2 Connect to Vacaville is far superior to any other scenario. Again, the reason for this is tied to
the fact that the GC PWS water rates would be tied to a more stable City of Vacaville water
rate system.

General

rview. Backsround an d Summarv

The Solano lrrigation District Staff held a Public Outreach meeting on August 28,zOLg regarding
the Gibson Canyon Alternate Water Source Study (Alt Source Study). The purpose of the
meeting was to inform the Gibson Canyon Public Water System (GC PWS) customers of the Alt
Source Study, its purpose and outcome. Also, to discuss and formulate next steps.
The GC PWS, serves l-63 customers today and could be expanded to serve 200. The GC PWS
Distribution System has been delivering water since the L97O's but, it's only since April 6, 2001
that the system began serving treated drinking water meeting fiile 22 water quality
regulations. ln 2001, the GC PWS Water Treatment Plant (Treatment Plant) came online and
has been treating water ever since.
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The Treatment Plant treats water at a maximum rate of about 900 gpm. The Treatment Plant
and the Distribution System are regulated systems. For example, the California State Water
Resources Control Board

- Division of Drinking Water (DDW) regulates the Solano lrrigation

District (SlD, or District)to operate the system in accordance with the Code of Regulations, the
Water Code, etc. Also, DDW requires SID to comply with various Federal regulations including
the EPA Drinking Water Regulations.

other DDW regulated water systems in Solano County. ln its drinking
water capacity, SID serves about 30,000 people drinking water. ln its non-potable water
capacity, SID serves businesses and agriculture water. The GC PWS is shown as Figure 1.
Gibson Canyon Service Area, or lmprovement District.
SID also operates eight (8)

A 1996 law requires the preparation of a DDW Field lnspection Sanitary Survey for ALL
permitted Drinking Water systems at least every 3 years for Community Water Systems and
every 5 years for Non-Community Water Systems. The State Water Board ultimately approves
each Sanitary Survey. The Sanitary Survey includes:

a) Source of water supply
b) Treatment review to identify risks to drinking water by evaluating design,

operat¡on, and

d)

management of water treatment plants.
Distribution System Review to review the design, operation, maintenance and
management of distribution systems to prevent contamination of the drinking water as
it is delivered to customers.
Finished water storage review to prevent water quality problems from arising during

e)

storage.
Pumping plants are reviewed to determine overall reliability and identify potential

c)

h)

sanitary risks.
Evaluation of the system's conformance with regulatory requirements through a review
of water quality monitoring plans and system records; verifies data reported to the
regulatory agency are consistent with system records.
Evaluates system performance in terms of management and operation, including its
long-term viability in meeting water quality goals.
Ensures water systems have qualified professionals that meet all applicable operator

i)

certification requ i rements.
And, recommendations for corrective actions

f)
g)

The 20L5 DDW Sanitary Survey included a physical inspection of SID facilities including a
records review. Section "1" Overall System Appraisal stated; "... is generally in good condition
and capable of providing potable water to the public." Section "J" Deficiencies and
Recom mendations, however, identified the followi ng:

a)

"...per Section 6a55a(aX2), CCR, Title22, the Gibson Canyon water system does not
have sufficient storage capacity to satisfythe average Maximum Day Demand."
4

b)

"... shall either construct additional storage capacity, develop another source of supply

ln the District's March L5,2OL6 response to the DDW, SID said they would perform an
"Alternate Source Study". Therefore, this Alt Source Study was prepared for the purpose of
complying with the 2015 DDW Sanitary Survey.
The State's 20L9 DDW Sanitary Survey followed the earlier 20L5 format and findings. For
example, the cover letter stated; "... system was found to be in good condition, operated by
conscientious staff, and capable of providing safe, potable water to the public..." Further,
similar to 2015, the Deficiencies and Recommendations re-stated:

a)
b)

"...per Section 6a55aþl?), CCR, Title 22, the Gibson Canyon water system does not
have sufficient storage capacity to satisfy the average Maximum Day Demand."
"... shall either construct additional storage capacity, develop another source of supply

ln the District's March, 2019 response to the DDW, SID it would "... evaluate scenarios and
funding options for compliance..."
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The focus of the August 28, 2}lg Outreach meeting was a presentation and discussion of the
scenarios generated during the course of the Alt Source Study and its first Addendum. See
Attachment No. L for the PowerPoint presentation. By way of a brief summary, the scenarios
are as follows:
Scenario L: Build Storage to Meet Regulation
6

o
o
o

2: City of Vacaville Connection
Scenario 3: RNVWD Connection for Storage
Scenario 4: lrrigation Auto-Shutoff
Scenario

Each Scenario is presented herein, however,

for more detail, please

see Technical Memo #1 and

its' Addendum #1. Also, refer to Attachment No. 1 Staff Notes Regarding Customer
Comments. Some of the response were looked up and provided herein for the first time.

Scenario #

1: Build Storage to Meet Regulation

This Scenario includes two sub-options as follows:

o
o

Scenario #1 (a): ],2mgStorage
Scenario #1 (b): 600k gal Storage

The strength of Scenario #1 (a): 1.2 mg Storage is that it is relatively easy to accomplish,
initial lower cost than Scenario #2, it exceeds the current minimum need for 200k gal clear
well at the Plant, and it meets the DDW storage mandate now.

water system to
operate, and new tanks require about a 2O% sloshing factor (additional/unused volume
within the tank to allow dynamic motion of water during a seismic event to minimize
damage or failure of the tank). ln order to achieve the necessary volume over and above
the already needed 200k gallon clear well, we would have to get a "loan" to construct the
tank. Loan pay back would be facilitated through higher water rates, and paying back a loan
would be in addition to today's capital replacement charge of about 5675 per customer per

The

two main weaknesses are that the

GC PWS remains a high cost

year.

An alternative to Scenario #1 (a): t.2mgstorage could be a smaller volume storage tank
based on a trend of decreased usage over the last several years. For example, the original
storage requirement is based on a L0-year average of the maximum daily demand on a
water system. The L0-year trend, however, is going down as shown in Figure 2. l0-Year
Water Usage Trend.
Therefore, Scenario #1 (b): 600k gal Storage may be an option should the trend hold over
the next few years. This is significant in that a tank only half the size would need to be
constructed providing savings, i.e. labor, material, etc., to the service area.
The strength of Scenario #1 (b): 600k Storage is that it is relatively easy to accomplish
(initial lower cost than Scenario #1(a)) and second, it exceeds the minimum need for 200k
gal clear well at the Plant and it may ultimately meet the DDW storage mandate. ln general,
it's about 5500 less per year per household than #1(a) for the 20 year period of paying back

the loan.
7

The main weaknesses are the same as Scenario #1 (a): L.2 mg Storage: the GC PWS is a
high cost water system to operate, and this tank would also require a 2O% sloshing factor
above the required storage volume (for a 500k gal tank that would be 100k gal additional). ,
ln order to achieve the necessary volume over and above the already needed 200k gal clear
well, we would have to get a "loan" to construct the tank. Loan pay back would be
facilitated through higher water rates, and paying back a loan is in addition to today's
capital replacement charge of about SOZS per customer per year.

Gibson Canyon Public Water System
10-Year Max Day Demand
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Scenario #

2019

Usage Trend

Meetins Discussion and Next Steos

Discussion on Scenario # 1 of Build Storage

to Meet Regulation mainly focused on support

for continuing to monitor usage trends. The meeting attendees who voiced an opinion,
supported a smaller tank or, Scenario #1 (b).
Staff also supports Scenario #1 (b) because it constructs a much smaller water storage tank,
about a 600,000 gallon tank which, from an operational perspective, makes it easier to
8

meet the water quality objectives for the entire GC PWS. For example: in general, more
storage would mean a longer turn-over period for the stored water which works against the
water quality objectives during periods of low usage (winter months for example).
However, Scenario #1 (b)'s viability depends on long-term water usage trends. Over the
next few years, Staff will monitor the trends. Also, Staff will further refine both storage
scenarios for better cost data.
The minimum sized tank, however, still needs to be about 240,000 gallons plus the
additional storage resulting from the reduced 1-O-year max day demand. This is a
replacement and supplement for the existing GC WTP on-site tank'

Scenario 2: City of Vacaville Connection
The strength of Scena rio #2: L.2 mg Storage is it abandons a standalone high-cost
Treatment Plant. The result over the long-term is potentially significant lower water rates,
however, it takes about 25 to 30 years to see true savings.
The main weakness is that the GC PWS would have to front improvements for the City of
Vacaville that it may never see refunded. Also, the implementation period may be L0 years
or more, it will not meet DDW storage mandate unless DDW extends its compliance time
significantly and has a high capital cost up front.
An alternative to Scenario #2 may be time. For example, the City of Vacaville is considering
two projects that would provide the necessary capacity and pressure for the GC PWS to
connect. First, there is consideration of development in the northern City limits area that
would construct a looped water system. Second, the City is considering adding a 2 million
gallon storage tank in the northern City limits area as well. Both these projects are needed
in order for the GC PWS to connect to the City's water system. Therefore, should these
projects proceed within the next few years, the GC PWS could connect after the projects are
constructed rather than fronting their cost. This would be a significant sav¡ngs to the GC
PWS making it a much superior option than other options but, it entirely depends on the
City's timing.

Scenario #2: Meetins Discussion and Next Stens
Discussion on Scenario # 2 of City of Vacaville Connection

to Meet Regulation mainly

focused on monitoring the City's development and projects. The meeting attendees who
voiced an opinion, supported connecting to Vacaville should it become feasible.

Although this scenario connects to the Vacaville water system, the service system still needs
a new tank (about 240,000 gallons) to replace and supplement the existing GC WTP on-site
9

tank. Connectingto the Vacaville system is a long-term project. Therefore, overthe next
few years, Staff will monitor the City's progress on looping its system and constructing new
storage in the northern Vacaville area.
Also, Staff will further refine cost data.

Scenario 3: Retain Treatment Plant, But Contract with Rural North Vacaville Water District
(RNVWD) for Additional Capacity
This Scenario turned out to be infeasible. RNVWD does not have the well capacity or the
conveyance capacity (piping size)to meet the mandated DDW storage/alternate source

requirements.
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Scenario 3 (connecting to the RNVWD system) will not carry forward as a viable option
because the system simply cannot provide the needed water volume.

Scenario

4: Bifurcate ln-house Domestic Waterfrom lrrigation Use, lnstallAutomatic lrrigation

Shut-off Meters
The strength of Scenario

4: Bifurcate in-house domestic water from irrigation water and

install automatic irrigation shut-off meters seems like a good idea that "should work", and it
may meet the DDW storage mandate.
The main weaknesses are as follows:

o
o
o
o
o

Remains a high cost water system ... no change from today.

Still need 24Ok gal tank to replace an aging and undersized "clearwell" tank at the
GC WTP site.
Still need a Metering Capital Project costing about SgSOt.
Relies on Technology ... but, tech can be expensive to maintain, test, etc'
Currently, the meter companies do not currently make an automatic shut-off meter
larger thanT+" and one company (Badger) indicated they had no plans to build a
larger one.

o

Limiting the flow of water to homes by automated methods from SID to meet the
State DDW requirements would also require the following:
o Agreement from County and the Fire District
o Signed "agreements" from property owners, insurance companies, mortgage
note holders, etc. agreeing to reduce fire flow during periods of outages.
l_0

o
o

Will need on-site irrigation piping changes approved by SID
Makes system more complicated and ... complicated = $

Scenario #4: Meeting Discussion and Next Steps

4: Bifurcating in-house

domestic water from irrigation water mainly
focused on a description of how it would work and the requirements to get buy-in from the
County, rural fire department, and insurance companies. Two new meters would be
installed, one for domestic in-house use and the other for outside irrigation use. The water
Discussion on Scenario

supply would be the same, but the irrigation water meter would have an automatic shut-off
valve included such that all irrigation demand could be turned off during an emergency
event. Also, the smaller services to the home may create a problem with any existing fire
systems installed.

While Scenario 4 has a relatively low capital cost for the District (about 50.95m), its
weakness (particularly its impact on on-property fire suppression systems) may make it
undesirable to pursue as a viable solution. Also, each home would be required to separate
their outdoor water systems from the indoor water system. These on-site costs are not part
of the cost estimate as they are unique and difficult to estimate.
Further, Scenario 4 turned out to be more concerning than originally thought because we
would be restricting fire flow to the area. As such, we would need consent from a host of
groups. Nonetheless, staff will monitor metering technologies that might accomplish the
appropriate goals.
Lastly, many meeting attendees felt a change in regulation, or a re-interpretation of existing
regulation would be most appropriate. Staff agreed to speak with in-house counsel
regarding how to go about this change. Then, staff would get back with the customer
group. But, the customer group would be responsible for lobbying efforts that would lead

to such a change.

Scenario Cost Comparison Discussion
For the purpose of comparing Scenario Cost, Table 1. Scenario Cost Comparison was

presented. The comparison only contained capital cost, debt service cost and capital
replacement cost. The comparison did not contain an estimate of long-term water rates

1.1.

#1(a) Add
Capacity

#1(b) Add
Capacity

Total Estimate Capital Cost

s1,920,000

s1,2oo,ooo

Loan Period/lnterest Rate

L0 yrs

Annual Loan Payment Per
Customer (1)
Annual

ç¡ç

(z)

Annual CRC after

1.0

5%

1,O

yrs

/

5%

53,342,t26
20 yrs I 5%

#4 Bifurcate
Water
System
s95o,ooo
20 yrs

I

5%

5742

51,135

5644

5743

5743

$t+z

5743

5L,878

s1,387

52,216

5t,¿8s

s2,2L6

fiqz

5743

fiqz
fiqz

5743

5143

Per Customer

Total Annual CRC Costs =

/

#2 Connect to
Vacaville

Years=

Annual CRC after 20 Years=

Table 7. Scenario Cost Comporison
NOTES:

Scenorio #3, Additionot Capacity from Rurol North Vocoville Water District, not feasible, thus excluded from

summary.

(1)

There are currently 1-63 octive customers

(2) CRC = Copital

Replocement Chorge

T2

Summary and Recommended Next Steps
Summary of Next Steps (some of the proposed "next steps" are post-meet¡ng research,
information and thinking and, as such, was not specifically discussed in the August 28,2019
meeting).

Primarily, Scenarios L,2 and 4 should be continued to be developed. But, Staff recommends
priority be given to the development of Scenario 2 - Connect to Vacaville' Scenario 2 offers
the best long-term plan for controlling water rate increases. Scenario 2 has been a planning
option for many years but, only recently has emerged as a real viable scenario by offering the

following:

'/

,/
./

,/

Mothball the existing Water Treatment Plant and connecting to the near-by City of
Vacaville water system. ln 2077 SID negotiated a Master Water Agreement with the City
which allows SID to purchase lower-cost treated water from the City for re-sale to the
Gibson Canyon customers.
Two new pipelines would have to be constructed; first, a new "connection pipeline" and
second, SID would have to front the cost of "looping" two (2) City pipelines that deadend nearby. Both of these have significant costs.
The Gibson Canyon water system needs a supplemental water storage tank of 200,000
gallons. ln the other Scenarios, the storage requirement is larger but, the minimum is
200,000 gallons. The Gibson Canyon's Capital Replacement Charge is currently
collecting funds for this sized tank and we'll likely be able to fund it within 4 to 5 years.
The cost of the "connection pipeline" can potentially be reduced by about 50% or more
by choosing a more direct alignment. This "more direct alignment" also creates a HUGE
opportunity for the Gibson Canyon customers, SlD, and the State. For example, there
are nine (9) Bottled Water Customers whose property the alignment would traverse

through. lf SID were to include these Bottled Water Customers in to the main Gibson
Canyon customer base, we would be:
o Spreading out costs (good for all customers)
o Lowering the construction cost of the pipe (shorter distance)
o Reducing the number of Bottled Water Customers (a long-term goal of both SID
and the State).
o Lastly, several of the Bottled Water Customers are interested in becoming a
Gibson Canyon customer today because 2 of them currently have problematic

,/

groundwater wells.
New growth in the City of Vacaville's northern regions is likely to cause the installation
of the "looped" pipe sooner rather than later. Therefore, this would be fronted by the
City and not SID further lowering the capital cost of Scenario 2.

Second, Scenarios 1 and 4 should be monitored. To a large degree, Scenario 1 depends on longterm water usage trending down. Then, in the future, clearly defining, funding and constructing
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project. Scenario 4 is somewhat similar but, could potentially benefit from a "waiver" as
outlined in Article l-.5. Waivers and Alternatives 964551.100of theTitle 22 section of the
California Code of Regulations. At this time, however, it is not necessary to pursue this option
as the primary Scenario 2 does not need a waiver.
a

Therefore, this Technical Memo, Addendum No. 2 recommends priority be given to the
development of Scena rio 2 - Connect to Vacaville. Specifically, monitor long-term water usage
trends, monitoring of Vacaville's growth in its northern area, negotiate with the Gibson Canyon
Non-Public Water System Customers (the 9 Bottled Water Customers) for easement acquisition
and in joining the customer base, perform planning and design for the minimal sized tankage of
200,000 gallons and formalizing this in a proposal to the State.
Additionally, duringthe August 28,2019 outreach meeting, severalattendees recommended
that SID undertake an effort of regulatory change, or the re-interpretation of current regulation
(s). lts SID's conclusion, however, that the best role for SID in such a process is one of support
to a customer led effort. For example, SID Staff and its Attorney could review and recommend
edits to proposals made by the customer led effort. Regardless of who leads an effort for
regulatory change or, its re-interpretation, Staff believes it's not necessary because, should the
DDW agree to its long implementation time period, the recommended Scenario 2 - Connect to
Vacaville is far superior to any other scenario. Again, the reason for this is tied to the fact that
the GC PWS water rates would be tied to a more stable City of Vacaville water rate system.

L4

Attachment No.

L

Staff Notes Regarding Customer Comments During the August 28, 20Lg
Outreach Meeting
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Staff Notes Regarding Customer Comments During the August 28th Outreach Meetine:
The Gibson Canyon customer comments fell into two main categories:

L) Regarding the State of California laws impacting the Gibson Canyon water system, and
2) General informational statements and comments.
Løws

-

erol:

The California State Water Resources Control Board (State Board), through the Division of
Drinking Water (DDW), regulates public water systems. The Gibson Canyon lmprovement
District is a public water system.

a. Home page of State Board: https://www.waterboards.ca.govl
b. Pa ge for D DW : https ://www.waterboa rds.ca.gov/d ri n ki n g-wate r/p rogra m
Specific Colifornio Laws Reloted to Drinkinq Water
Drinking water-related statutes are from the Corporations Code, Education Code, Food and
Agricultural Code, Government Code, Health and Safety Code, Public Resources Code, and
Water Code. There may be statutes related to drinking waterthat are not included in the latest
update. Regulations are from Title L7 and Title 22 of the California Code of Regulations (CCR).
The following website is the main page for finding the laws regulating drinking water:

a.

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinkins water/certlic/drinkingwater/Lawbook.html

The

two links below will bring the reading directly to the statues and regulations

1)

Drinking Water-Related Statutes - 391- pages, last updated December 28,20L8:

2)

al

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking-water/certlic/drinkingwater/documents/l

awbook/dwstatutes20190101. Pdf
Drinking Water-Related Regulations - 346 pages, last updated April 16, 2OL9:

a) https:/

.,ww.waterboards.ca.Rovfdrinking
awbook/dw resulations 2019 04 16.pdf

wateutlic

'"inkingwater

'

'uments/l

On slide 6 (see Attachment 2)Section 6a55aþ)Q) of Title 22 of the Drinking Water-Related
Regulations was referenced. Below is the text from this Section. lt is found on page L98 of link

2(a) directly above.
964554. New ond Existing Source Capocity. (o) At alltimes, o public woter system's woter
source(s) shøll have the copocity to meet the system's moximum day demand (MDD). MDD

shalt be determined pursuont to subsection (b). (1) For systems with L,000 or more service
connections, the system shott be able to meet four hours of peøk hourly demand (PHD) with
16

source capoc¡ty, storage capocity, ond/or emergency source connections. (2) For systems with
less than 1-,000 service connections, the system sholl have storage copacity equolto or greoter
than MDD, unless the system con demonstrote thot it hos an odditionol source of supply or has
on emergency source connection thot can meet the MDD requirement. (3) Both the MDD ond
PHD requirements sholl be met ¡n the system os o whole and in each individuol pressure zone.
At the August 28,20L9, Gibson Canyon Public Outreach meeting, attendees mentions the DDW
waiver option. Below is the text from the Drinking Water Related Regulations. lt is found on
page 196 of link 2(a) directly above.

Article 1-.5. Waivers ond Alternotives ç6455L.100. Waivers ond Alternatives. (a) A water system
thot proposes to use on alternotive to a requirement in this chapter sholl: (1) Demonstrote to
the Stote Boord thot the proposed olternative would provide ot least the same level of
protection to public health; and (2) Obtoin written approvol from the Stote Boørd prior to
i m ple me ntoti on of th e o lte rnative.

Ldws

-

Customer Comments:

ln generalthe comments were related to how Solano lrrigation District (SlD) and the customers
could negotiate with the DDW so as to negate needing maximum day demand requirements, as
detailed in California Regulations Related to Drinking Water, Chapter 1-6. California Water
Works Standards, Article 2. Permit Requirements, Section 64554, New and Existing Source
Capacity.

The following ideas were discussed for possible presentation to the DDW:
o Customers would like to be allowed to retain bottled water stock and their homes, in
lieu of the storage tank.

o

Customer would like to be allowed to store potable or non-potable water on their
properties to be used to meet the system wide storage requirements.

o

Customers would like to let the DDW know that they are comfortable with not having
water for up to a certain number of hours to negate needing the storage.

Customers requested that SID look into requesting a waiver from DDW. California Regulations
Related to Drinking Water, Chapter 16. California Water Works Standards, Article 1.5. Waivers
and Alternatives, Section 64451.100, Waivers and Alternatives.

Article 1-.5. Waivers and Alternotives 66455L.100. Waivers ond Alternatives. (o) A water system
thot proposes to use an alternotive to o requirement in this chopter shall: (L) Demonstrate to
the State Board that the proposed olternative would provide ot leost the same level of
protection to public health; ond (2) Obtoin written approvolfrom the State Board prior to
i m pl e m e ntoti on of th e a lte rnotive.
T7

General Information

-

Customer Comments:

Request of SID to provide an estimate of the cost of a dual water system

to please seek funding from grants, the State Revolving Fund
lis the USD right? That is what I have in my notes. C. Morin]

Request that if the tank is built

and from the USD

Customers would like to pursue a political solution:

o
o

Letters to Mr. Dodd and Mr. Frazier.
Seek an opinion from the California Attorney General

Customers stated they would be willing to run the treatment plant without SID
Customers shared their desire to return to point of entry treatment.
Customers discussed how the current water rates and capital replacement fees are very high
and any additional costs would be very difficult, too impossible, for them to pay.

Attendee Questions:

1.

Question; What were the 2008 changes to the 1996 Title 22 of the Safe Drinking Water
some say that is when the changes to meet maximum day demand in storage became
new.

Answer: The Maximum Day Demand in storage requirement under Section 64554 (a)
(2), is not new. What is new was a renewed focus from DDW to require adherence to
this rule.

2.

Question: Why does the State of California, or DDW care about extra storage? What
imperative does meeting maximum day demand with storage satisfy from the State of
California's perspective; fire protection, health or some other issue?

Answer: The issue has been described by DDW Staff as a general operations purpose to
help ensure the system won't lose pressure from lack of water. When the distribution
system loses positive pressure, external pressure from water around the existing
distribution system pipelines now has an opportunity to enter the system and introduce
organisms and or bacteria that may be unsafe to drink and may not be able to be
detected before being consumed after the pressure returns. This issue does happen in
extreme situations and can be pointed to a specific loss of water like a pipeline main
18

failing which results in repair and water samples being taken to ensure compliance with
drinking water standards.

3.

4.

Question: What are the penalties to SID and the Gibson Canyon community for noncompliance?

Answer: As long as GCID is working toward a solution (showing good faith effort and
documenting what is being done to address the issue) and "progressing" toward a
solution, the DDW would provide time for this. For example, the District's Pleasant Hills
Ranch Estates PWS was given an order in about 2001to provide treated water and the
plant wasn't permitted by DDW until April 20L8. The whole time the District was
working on various plans with the DDW to comply. Because progress was being made
each year, DDW allowed about 1.7 years for full compliance.
Question: Can the community take over the water system from SID?
Answer: Yes, that would be a community funded and lead process and not by SID staff
But, to Staff's knowledge, the Staff and the Board would not place roadblocks in the
process.

5.

Question: Will a DDW representative attend a meeting with the community?

Answer: Typically, DDW staff do not attend community meetings. However, if a
compliance order is imminent then DDW staff would attend a community meeting to
describe the impending order.

6.

Question: W¡ll SID draft a letter of protest for the customers and provide it each
customer to sign and send to a provided list receivers?

Answer: This should be a community lead effort, but SID will provide access to staff and
available information, as well as, review any documents prepared by the community.

7.

Question: Will SID please prepare a waiver to the requirement to have additional
storage?

Answer: California Regulations Related to Drinking Water, Chapter L6. California Water
Works Standards, Article 1.5. Waivers and Alternatives, Section 64451.100, Waivers and
Alternatives.
Article L.5. Waivers ond Alternatives 66455L.100. Woivers and Alternatives. (a) A water
system thot proposes to use on olternative to o requirement in this chapter sholl: (7)
19

Demonstrote to the Stote Board thot the proposed olternative would provide at least the
some level of protection to public heolth; and (2) Obtoin written approvalfrom the Stste
Boord prior to implementotion of the alternative.
Typically, waivers take the form of a monitoring waiver based on historic information
For example, a reduced frequency of testing for specific constituents in the drinking
water that have shown no change in levels and are grossly under the maximum
contaminant level (MCL)or have historically been non-detect.

The following ideas were discussed for possible presentation to the DDW as an alternatives

that might qualify for an Article 105 Waiver.

8.

Question: Customers would like to be allowed to retain bottled water stock and their
homes, in lieu of the storage tank. Could this be an Article l-05 Waiver?

Answer: Based on a conversation with DDW Staff, retaining a bottled water stock does
not provide the same protection to the distribution system as having additional water
storage that decreases the probability of having a loss of pressure in the distribution
system. See Answer to question number 2 above.

9.

Question: Customers would like to count on-site private potable or non-potable water
storage to meet the system wide storage requirements.

Answer: Based on a conversation with DDW Stafl offsite storage (on private property)
does not provide the same protection to the distribution system as having additional
water storage that decreases the probability of having a loss of pressure in the
distribution system. See Answer to question number 2 above.

I0. Question: Customers would like DDW to know that they are comfortable with not
having water for up to a certain number of hours to negate needing the storage. As
such, this they may agree to have a lower level of service from the Public Water System.
Answer: Based on a conversation with DDW Staff, again, similar to the answer in 2
above, the main concern is the loss of water in the distribution system allowing
contaminants into the system. This not a level of service issue but, a public health
issue.

!L. Question:

Can customers return

to the use of point of entry treatment?

20

Answer: SID's response is "... this not currently an option under current law. To change
the law, a community lead a process would have to be undertaken.

!2. Question: How much time

does the community have

to comply with the regulation?

Answer: Based on a conversation with DDW Staff, SID staff estimates as long as SID
continues to demonstrate, to the DDW, that earnest efforts are being made, there is a
window of three to five years before a definitive plan must be in place. Then, some
number of years into the future before actual physical compliance is required depending
upon the plan's ability to fund the project and including other constraints that may be
outside SID's control (i.e. Vacaville's schedule to construct new facilities that make the
plan viable). ln general, District Staff believes the DDW will be more specific regarding
dates once they have a "District proposed plan" in front of them for review and
comment.
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Attachment No. 2
PowerPoint Presentation for the August 28,20L9 Outreach Meeting
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Meeting

Glbson fianyffim Alternate Wæter Smurce Study
August 28, 2019

Welcome, Tonight's Discussion
l.
ll.

Background and Overview

lll.

2OI9 Sanitary Survey

2OI5 Sanitary Survey by the Water Quality Control Board,
Division of Drinking Water (our Regulator)

lV. Alternate Source Study

V.

Next Steps

t 2l

General Overview
. The GCID or, GC Public Water System, serves 1-63 customers today
.
.
.

and could be expanded to serve 200.
The GC PWS Distribution System has been delivering water since
the 1970's.
The GC PWS Water Treatment Plant (Plant) has been treating
water since April 6, 200L. The Plant treats water at a rate of
about 900 gpm.
Both the Distribution System and Plant are regulated systems. For
example, the California State Water Resources Control Board
Division of Drinking Water (DDW) regulates the Solano lrrigation
District (SlD or, District) to operate the system in accordance with
the Code of Regulations, the Water Code, etc. Also, DDW requires
SID to comply with various Federal regulations including the EPA.
SID also operates 7 other DDW regulated water systems in Solano

-

.
.

Cou nty.

ln it's drinking water capacity, SID serves about 30,000 people
drinking water.
o ln it's non-potable water capacity, SID serves businesses and
agricu ltu re water.
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DDW Sanitary Survey
. A 1-996 law requires the preparation of a Sanitary Survey for
ALL permitted Drinking Water systems at least every 5 years.

o The State Water Board ultimately approves each Sanitary
Su rvey.

o The Sanitary Survey includes:

. Physical and hydraulic description of the water shed
. Summary of source water quality and monitoring data
. Description of activities and sources of contamination
. Description of any significant changes ... affecting water quality
. Description of water shed control and management practices
. Evaluation of the system's ability to meet requirements of DDW
Regulations

. And, recommendations

for corrective actions

tsl

201 5 DDW Sanitary Suruey (physrcal
inspection of SID facilities including a records revier,ù
o Secti on "l" Overall System Appraisal:

.

"... is generally in good condition and capable of providing
potable water to the public."

o Section "J" Deficiencies and Recommendations:

.
.

"...per Section 64554( al!), CCR, Title 22, the Gibson Canyon
water system does not have sufficient storage capacity to satisfy
the average Maximum Day Demand."

either construct additional storage capacity, develop
another source of supply ... "
"

... shall

o ln the District's March L5,20LG response to the DDW SID said
they would perform an 'Alternate Source Study".

t6l

2019 DDW Sanitary Suruel

(physical
inspection of SID facilfties includrng a records review)

.

Cover letter stated:

.
.

Further, the cover letter and the Deficiencies and Recommendations
stated:

.
.

.

"... system was found to be in good condition, operated by
conscientious staff, and capable of providing safe, potable water to
the public..."

"...per Section 64554(a)(2), CCR, Title 22,the Gibson Canyon water
system does not have sufficient storage capacity to satisfy the
average Maximum Day Demand."
"... shall either construct additional storage capacity, develop
another source of supply ... "

ln the District's March, 2019 response to the DDW SID it would:

.

"... evaluate scenarios and funding options for compliance..."

t7l

Remainder of Tonight's Agenda
is to Discuss the Study and the
Next Steps¡r.

t8l

Alt Source Study
. Started in 2018 and completed spri ng20L9 as "Tech Memo
#t"
o Theh, âmended in 201-9 as "Tech Memo #L - Addendum"

. Both documents present four (a) scenarios briefly as follows:
.
.
.
.

L: Build L.2 mg of Storage
Scen ario 2: City of Vacaville Connection
Scenario 3: RNVWD Connection for Storage
Scen ario 4: lrrigation Auto-Shutoff
Scenario

tel

Gibson Canyon Improvement District

Scenqrio #7 (a): 7.2 mg Storoge
Scenqrio #7 (b): 600k gql Storsge

Scenario 1[a): L.2 mg Storage
Strensths:
. Relatively easy to accomplish.
. lnitially, lower cost option.
. Exceeds need for 200k gal clear well
at Plant.
. Meets the DDW storage mandate
NOW.

.
.
.
.

Weaknesses:
a
Remains a high cost water system ...
no change from today.
a
New tanks require about a 2O%
sloshing factor so, higher volume
than needed by 200k gal.
a
Have to get a "loan" to construct
tank so, have to pay back the loan.
o
Paying back a loan is in addition to
the today's capital replacement
charge of about 5675 per customer
per year.

51,4s0,000 loqn + $370,a00 of CRC on hond = $1,820,000
Assume a 10-year market based loan al5% interest, the annual payments are
about S185,000 or, St,tgS annually per customer (GC has about 163 customers)
Also, still have annual CRC of 5743 per customer (th¡s is 2020 rates)
Therefore, total annu e Loan and CRC charees are about Sf.gZg per customer

similarly (via loans and rate adjustments at that time) rather than saving for
them over time as discussed in the Study.

L0-Year Water Usage Trend
Gibson Canyon Public Water System
10-Year Max Day Demand
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Scenario 1[b): 600k gal Storage
Streneths:
. Relatively easy to accomplish
. lnitially, lower cost option
. Exceeds need for 200k gal clear well
at Plant
. Meets the DDW storage mandate:
ASSUMING trend of lower usage
continues !

.
.
.
.

$830,000 loan + $j70,000 of

CRC

Weaknesses:
o
Remains a high cost water system ...
no change from today.
a
New tanks require about a 20%
sloshing factor so, higher volume
than needed by 100k gal.
a
Have to get a "loan" to construct
tank so, have to pay back the loan.
a
Paying back a loan is in addition to
the today's capital replacement
charge of about 5675 per customer
per year.

on hand = $1,200,000

Assume a 1-O-year market based loan at5% interest, the annual payments are
about S1OS,OOO oL $øqq annually per customer (GC has about l-63 customers)
Also, still have annual CRC of 5743 per customer (this is 2020 rates)
Therefore, total annual Loan and CRC charees are about 51,387 per customer

similarly (via loans and rate adjustments at that time) rather than saving for
them over time as discussed in the Study.

t3

Scenario 1[b): 600k gal Storage
o Scenario

1(b) is about SS00 less per year
than Scenario l(a)

Gibson Canyon Improvement District

Scenqrio #2:

Abandon treatment plarìt, connect to
City of Vacaville.

1_5

Connect to City of Vacaville
Strengths:
. Aba ndon sta nda lone
Treatment Pla nt
o Long-term potentially lower
water rates (takes about 25
to 30 years to see true
savings).

o Fluoride in water

¡
r
r
r

Weaknesses:
Long implementation
period, L0 years or more
o Does not meet DDW
storage mandate in time
High capital cost up front
o Fluoride in water

.

.

52,972,L26 loan + 5370,000 of CRC on hand = 53,342,126
Assume a 20-year loan payments, 5% interest, or 5Z¿O ,084 annual
payments, or 5L,473 annuallv per l-63 customers
Also, still have annual CRC of 5l+l per customer (this is 2020 rates)
Therefore, total annual Loan and CRC charges are about 52,2L6 per
customer.

Gibson Canyon Improvement District

Scenqrio # 3: Retain treatment plaht,
contract w¡th Rural North Vacaville
Water D¡strict (RNVWD) for additional
capacity
a

Contract w/RNV\MD
Not Feasible, RNVWD does not have
the well capacity to meet the
mandated DDW storage /alternate
source requirements.
:-*

:--*-e

¡;
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Gibson Canyon Improvement District

Scenorío

#4: Bifurcate drinking water

from non-treated irrigation wate6
install shut-off meters.

Bifurcate Water
Streneths:
a

Seems like a good idea that "should work"
May meet the DDW storage mandate

Weaknesses:
Remains a high cost water system ... no
change from today.
Still need 24Ok gal tank.
St¡ll need a Metering Capital Project costing
about Sgsot.
Relies on Technology ... but, tech can be
expensive to maintain, test, etc.

.

S

stem

Weaknesses Cont...
Limiting the flow of water to homes by
automated methods from SID to meet the
State DDW requirements would also
require the following:
. Agreement from County and the Fire District
. Signed "agreements" from property owners,

.

.
.

.

.

.

insurance companies, mortgage note holders,
etc. agreeing to reduced fire flow during
periods of outages.

W¡ll need on-site irrigation piping changes
approved by SlD.
Makes system more complicated and ...
complicated = S

.

51i.0,000 loan + $370,000 of

t

would need a loan of 59s0,000 + 5L10,009 = $1,060,000

.
.
.

CRC

on hand = $480,000

Assume a 3-O-year market based loan al5% interest, the annual payments are
about $L2L,000 or; 5742 annually per customer (GC has about 163 customers)
Also, still have annual CRC of 5743 per customer (th¡s is 2020 rates)
Therefore, total annual Loan and CRC charees are about 51,485 per customer

similarly (via loans and rate adjustments at that time) rather than saving for
them over time as discussed in the Study.

Scenario Summary
#1(a) Add
Capacity

#1(b) Add
Capacity

#2 Connect to
Vacaville

#4 Bifurcate
Water
System

Total Estimate Capital Cost

Sl-,82o,ooo

Loan Period/lnterest Rate

L0 yrs

Annual Loan Payment Per
Customer (1)
Annual

CRC (z) Per

St,t3s

Customer

Total Annual CRC Costs =

/ 5%

57
S

43

St,zoo;ooo
1-0

yrs

/ 5%
5øqq
5t

+t

53,342,L26
20 yrs

/ 5%

5t,ql3
57

43

57

43

SL,+85

5t+E

after l-0 Years=

5t

+t

5t+E

5z,zto

Annual

CRC

after 20 Years=

57

43

fiqz

5743

NOTES:

Capital Replacement Charge

s742

5z,zt6

CRC

CRC =

/ 5%

$t,3gz

Annual

Ihere are currently 163 active customers

20 yrs

t,Bzg

Scenario #3, Addit¡onal Capacity from Rural North Vacaville Water Distr¡ct, not feasible, thus excluded from summary

1)
2)

Sgso,ooo

57

43

Staff Recommendation
Scenqrio #7(b):

/Retain treatment plaht, increase
storage capacity by 600,000 gallolìs.

{Work to gather data and plan for
this scenario.

